We present a novel framework for encoding latency analysis of arbitrary multiview video coding prediction structures. This framework avoids the need to consider an specific encoder architecture for encoding latency analysis by assuming an unlimited processing capacity on the multiview encoder. Under this assumption, only the influence of the prediction structure and the processing times have to be considered, and the encoding latency is solved systematically by means of a graph model. The results obtained with this model are valid for a multiview encoder with sufficient processing capacity and serve as a lower bound otherwise. Furthermore, with the objective of low latency encoder design with low penalty on rate-distortion performance, the graph model allows us to identify the prediction relationships that add higher encoding latency to the encoder. Experimental results for JMVM prediction structures illustrate how low latency prediction structures with a low rate-distortion penalty can be derived in a systematic manner using the new model.
INTRODUCTION
3D Video (3DV) and Free Viewpoint Video (FVV) are new types of visual media that expand the user's experience beyond what is offered by 2D video [1] . A common element of 3DV and FVV systems is the transmission of multiple views of the same scene to the user. Multiview Video Coding (MVC) provides efficient compression of multiple video inputs that capture different views of the same content. In MVC, a very flexible design of temporal and interview prediction dependencies is introduced, which leads to considerably different coding performances on the selected coding structure [2] .
Application-driven requirements also play an important role in the design of MVC systems. In our previous work [3] , we addressed a multiview video-conferencing scenario with strict constraints on end-to-end delay. It was argued that using solely rate-distortion (RD) performance on prediction structure design ignores important differences on latency behavior, which may be critical for such systems. Therefore, we proposed a framework for a systematic encoding latency analysis of arbitrary multiview prediction structures. This framework firstly captures the temporal relationships among frames due to the MVC GOP prediction structure which are independent of the specific hardware architecture of the multi-processor encoder. However, the rest of the latency model assumes specific architectural features of the encoder, such as number of processors, 978-1-61284-162-5/11/$26.00 c ⃝ 2011 IEEE single/multi task encoding within each processor, policies to control the frame-to-processor assignment, etc. Therefore, the proposed framework has to be customized for different encoder implementations [4] . This motivates us to extend the latency analysis framework in order to make it as independent as possible of specific features of the encoder architecture.
In this paper, we present a general framework for encoding latency analysis that assumes the use of a multiprocessor encoder with an unbounded processing capacity. We demonstrate that under this assumption, most of the restrictions imposed by the encoder architecture are avoided, so the framework customization according to the specific encoder architecture is not necessary. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such a general and systematic encoding latency analysis framework is presented, and it may be used to simplify multiview prediction structure design for low-delay applications. Given a specific multiview encoder architecture (number of cameras, processors, etc), latency analysis can be performed using a specific encoder architecture model [3] [4] . Instead, this general model can be used to find a prediction structure that meets a target encoding latency, under the assumption that the number of processors is essentially unbounded. For that structure we can then easily identify the minimum number of processors required to provide the target latency. In problems where with targets in terms of both latency and number of processors, we can iteratively simplify the coding structure until both targets are met. The results obtained within this model are accurate for real multiview encoder implementations where the number of processors is above the required minimum, and provide a lower bound for encoding latency otherwise.
The model is based on a directed acyclic graph (DAG) extracted from the multiview prediction structure. We will refer to it as the Directed Acyclic Graph Encoding Latency (DAGEL) model. It can be seen as a task scheduling model [5] in which the objective is not the minimization of the schedule length, but the computation of the encoding latency. This problem is solved by finding the critical path on the DAG. We show how the DAGEL model properties can be used for low latency encoder design with low penalty on RD performance: low latency prediction structures can be derived from an initial prediction structure by cutting the dependency links that introduce a higher encoding delay in the original structure, and those can be systematically found by using the DAGEL model. Results show evidence of completely different latency values for structures with comparable RD performance, e.g. for two structures with close RD performance the latency difference can be more than 40%.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss the conditions of the DAGEL model and we present it. In Section 3 we show how the DAGEL model can be used to reduce the encod- Fig. 1 . Example of a JMVM prediction structure with three views and a GOP size of four frames and the DAG extracted from it. Vi/Tj represents frame j of view i as signaled on GOP structure ing latency of arbitrary prediction structures. In Section 4 we present latency and RD results for latency reduction applied to JMVM structures. In Section 5 we present the conclusions.
LATENCY ANALYSIS USING THE DAGEL MODEL
As defined in [3] , the encoding latency for a multiview sequence is:
where N is the number of views, M the number of frames per view, t cod can be computed as:
where t start 
where L(j, i) is the set of reference frames for x i j .
Encoder architecture with unlimited processing capacity
Without loss of generality, if we assume an encoder architecture model in which each processor can only encode one single frame at a time, we will have that:
that is we cannot start coding x i j until all frames used to predict it have been encoded.
If no idle processor is available at t ready i j , the start of the encoding process of frame x i j is delayed, despite all of its reference frames have been already coded. For different encoder architecture models, the difference between t ready i j and t start i j is variable. However, the relationship in Equation (4) can be simplified under certain conditions on the multiview encoder. Consider a scenario with an encoder architecture of K independent processors that can communicate to exchange interview references, and that they encode their assigned frames sequentially. It can be proven that for a finite number of views and a finite frame rate, a value Kmin exists so that it if K ≥ Kmin there will always be at least one idle processor at any time in which a frame of the sequence is ready for encoding. Formally:
, and therefore:
If this second condition holds, the GOP latency is the same for all the GOPs of the sequence, as the encoding process of the previous GOPs does not add any delay to the current GOP. This value is also equal to the encoding latency of the whole sequence, and therefore Equations (1)- (3) only have to be computed for the first GOP.
Definition of the DAGEL model
Under the conditions of Equation (5) we can define the DAGEL model, which allows us to systematically solve Equations (1)- (3) for any multiview prediction structure. The frames on the prediction structure can be seen as nodes of a directed graph and the prediction dependencies as the edges. Each directed edge links a reference frame to the frame that is predicted from it. A path is a sequence of nodes linked by directed edges. Figure 1 shows an example of a prediction structure and the directed graph derived from it. A DAG is a directed graph with no directed cycles, i.e. such that there is no path starting at some node A that eventually loops back to A again. Each edge of the DAG has a cost that indicates the delay added by a parent node to the encoding process of its child node. The cost w a,b of the edge that links node xa with node x b is:
where t capt a and t capt b are the capture times of frames xa and x b respectively, and ∆tproc a is the processing time of frame xa. The cost of a path is the sum of the costs of the edges that link the nodes in the path. Among the set of paths ending on the same node, we call delay path the one having the highest total cost. For any frame of the multiview sequence: (2) and (8) it can be derived that the encoding latency value is:
where the delay path that maximizes Equation (9) is the critical path.
The latency value obtained using the DAGEL model considers the effects of both the multiview prediction structure and the individual processing time of each frame if a sufficient number of processors is available, and it is a lower bound of the encoding latency otherwise. A multiview encoder with a lower processing capacity available will result in a latency greater than or equal to the one obtained with the DAGEL model. Intuitively, it can be seen that by delaying the start of the encoding process of certain frames, due to certain periods of time in which all the processors are busy, the encoding latency can be incremented.
Minimum number of processors on the DAGEL model
The minimum number of processors Kmin that ensures that the condition of Equation (5) holds, can be computed by analyzing the number of frames that are processed concurrently. Figure 4 shows an example of the chronogram of processor usage for the prediction structure in Figure 1 . The chronogram shows the results for the encoding of multiples GOPs. The maximum value of this chronogram equals to Kmin, a value that depends on the frame processing times.
ENCODING LATENCY REDUCTION USING THE DAGEL MODEL
In MVC encoders for immersive videoconferencing applications, low encoding delay is a strict requirement. Assuming that the number of dependency relationships in a prediction structure is directly proportional to its RD performance (the more references a frame has the more efficiently it can be encoded) it is desirable to reduce the encoding latency by pruning the prediction structure links, with the minimum number of cuts. The DAGEL model can be used to identify, in a systematic manner, the dependency links that introduce a higher encoding delay, and therefore the best ones to cut in order to reduce the encoding latency. 
Result 2 Given a DAG extracted from a prediction structure, the best cut in terms of encoding latency reduction is necessarily on its critical path.
Sketch of proof Consider a given DAG and its critical path, which is formed by the set of edges le. Assume that one cut in the edges is performed, and that it does not belong to the set le. It is trivial to note that the path le is still present in the resulting graph, so the encoding latency of the new prediction structure is equal to the parent structure. Therefore, the best cut in terms of latency performance must be on the critical path le.
In the case of encoding latency reduction by multiple edge pruning, a greedy solution that iteratively cuts an edge in the critical paths may normally be sub-optimum. Instead, to obtain the optimum solution for a given number of cuts, an exhaustive search of all the possible cut combinations is needed. Figure 3 depicts an example of this phenomenon by showing optimum edge selection for an increasing number of cuts in the initial JMVM prediction structure depicted in Figure 1 . The DAGs in Figure 3 correspond to the results for one, two, and three cuts respectively. The results show that the selected edge in the case of one cut is maintained for the case of two cuts, while in the case three cuts three different edges of the DAG are selected.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the capabilities of our DAGEL model, we show how it can be used to reduce the latency of a given prediction structure to a target encoding latency value, with a low penalty on RD performance. This is done by performing the minimum number of cuts in the prediction relationships to achieve the target latency. In this set of experiments the time parameter values of the frame processing time model [3] have been estimated using the X264 platform in a general purpose PC, working at 2.40 GHz, with 3.25 GB of RAM memory in a QuadCore processor. The time parameter values are shown in Table 1 .
Starting from an initial prediction structure with three views and a GOP size of 16 frames (GOP16, Figure 5 (a)), we have iteratively pruned its associated DAG to reduce its encoding latency to the level of analogous JMVM structures with GOP sizes of 8 (GOP8) and 4 frames (GOP4). This has been done by an increasing number of cuts in the DAG, using an exhaustive search of the possible cut combinations. The encoding latencies of these prediction structures are shown in Table 2 .
The structures obtained for four (GOPx4) and ten (GOPx10) cuts are shown in Figures 5(b) and 5(c) respectively. As shown in Table 2 these structures have the same encoding latency value that structures GOP8 and GOP4 respectively. We have evaluated the RD performance of the different prediction structures using the JMVM software version 2.1 [6] and the MVC common conditions on sequences Ballroom and Race1 [7] . The results ( Figure 6 ) show that for the tested sequences our structures outperform the JMVM prediction structures with the same encoding latency value. Table 3 shows the average RD differences [8] of GOPx4 and GOPx10 structures compared to GOP8 and GOP 4 respectively. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an encoding latency analysis model based on a DAG which allows a systematic computation of the encoding latency of arbitrary prediction structures by finding the critical path on the graph. This model assumes an ideal encoder multi-processor model with a sufficient processing capacity, making it independent of the multi-processor architecture. The obtained latency value is valid for a system with the assumed processing capacity and a lower bound otherwise. This encoding latency model may be used for multiview prediction structure design in a system with strict end-to-end latency requirements. We show how the DAGEL model can be used to reduce the encoding latency of a given prediction structure to a target value by the minimum number of cuts in the dependency relationships. To demonstrate this we have applied this method to JMVM prediction structures. Results show that the prediction structures obtained with our method outperform JMVM structures with same encoding latency value in terms of RD performance. 
